
                                ANSWER KEY –ENGLISH-CLASS 12- 

                                       SECTION A –READING- 30 MARKS 

 

1. Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.                              12 Marks 

 

1.a. iii. it was not possible to measure the outcome 

b. iv. all the above options 

c. iii. 1914 

d. ii. Einstein realized that he had made a mistake in calculations 

1.2 a. General & Specific theory of relativity. 

b. light was made of tiny particles (Newton had called them corpuscles) which would be 

attracted by a massive body. It would, therefore, bend the ray slightly. 

c. Einstein realised that he had made a mistake in calculations, and the inability on the part of the 

astronomers gave him time to redo his calculations and make the corrections. 

d. curved space and time – a highly complicated mathematical concept – not understood by many. 

e. Brazil, Crimea, Island of Principe in Spanish Guinea 

f. The preparation for carrying out the observations to prove Einstein’s theory of relativity. 

1.3 i. absorbing ii. Rare 

2.1Choose the correct option: (2) 

(i) (b) third 

(ii) (b) Democracy 

2.2 On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions briefly: 

(i) Today, India looks to be on the course to join the league of developed nations. It is beginning 

to establish a reputation not just as the technology nerve – centre and back – office of the world, 

but also as its production centre. India’s secularism and democracy serve as a model for other 

developing countries. That India easily integrates with the global economy, while maintaining its 

unique cultural identity, is a matter of great pride. 

(ii) If the youth of India are not properly educated and if enough jobs are not created, India will 

have forever lost its opportunity. There are danger signs in abundance. 

(iii) India is stuck in a quagmire of labour laws that hinder employment growth, particularly in the 

manufacturing sector. Inflexible labour laws inhibit entrepreneurship, so it is quite ironic that laws 

ostensibly designed to protect the labour group actually discourage employment. 



(iv) like the Lilliputians that kept the giant Gulliver tied down, there are some 30,000 statutes in 

India, of which only a portion is operational, and these keep the employment creation engine tied 

down. 

(iv) like the Lilliputians that kept the giant Gulliver tied down, there are some 30,000 statutes in 

India, of which only a portion is operational, and these keep the employment creation engine tied 

down. 

2.3Pick out the words from the passage which mean the same as the following:(2) 

 (i) league 

(ii) thrift 

 

Note making 

 

3. Title – 1 mark 

Notes – 3 

Abbreviation – 1 

Summary – 3 

                                                  SECTION B -WRITING-30 MARKS 

 

4. Format – 1 

Content – 2 

Grammatical accuracy – 1 

 

5. Format – 1 

Content 3 

Grammatical accuracy – 2 

 

6. Format – 1 

Content – 5 

Grammatical accuracy – 4 

 

7. Format – 1 

Content – 5 

Grammatical accuracy – 4 

 

            SECTION – C -LITERATURE & LONG READING TEXT-40 MARKS 

 

8. Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow:                                  4 

 

i. The boy in the classroom who is suffering from the disease of twisted bones. 

ii. His lessons from his desk. 

iii. One sweet and unnoticed young boy. 

iv. He is physically present and mentally absent. He has not allowed the gloom to 

envelop him. 

                                                             OR 

 



a. Fear of losing her mother to death. 

b. It resurfaced as the mother had become very frail, old and weak; made her fear that mother 

might die soon. 

c. Simile: the mother’s face has been compared to the late winter moon. & repetition: the word 

smile is repeated. 

d. Smiled more than was required; the narrator was sad and afraid; did not even wish to think 

about it, wanted to hide the thought from her mother. 

9. Read the following questions and answer any four in about 30 – 40 words each: 

                                                                                                                             (4x3=12) 

 

i. The contrasting infrastructure, lifestyle of the people, presence/ absence of basic amenities. 

ii. Thought of idea as an intellectual one. He had never been treated nicely by anyone. Hence, to 

think ill of the world gave him unwonted joy. 

iii. Jack could not decide what was right whether parents have the right to decide the future 

of their children or the children should be allowed to decide on their own. 

iv. Deals with social injustice and class inequalities The poet describes the plight of the slum 

children. They are destined to be poor, with no escape from it.He distinguishes the elite from the 

poor. The poem also discusses about the shear negligence of the Govt. the authorities etc towards 

the poor. The poem also highlights the importance of education and the poet says that the fruits 

of education and the freedom should reach this downtrodden society.  

v. No. Only physical inactivity, not the mental one. 

 

10. Answer the following in about 120-150 words.                                                                    6 

*Saheb no longer a free bird. 

* stopped collecting garbage; taken up work at a tea stall. 

*not happy at the change, though he earns a small salary and gets food. 

*Mukesh, son of bangle maker free-spirited. 

* wishes to break free from the traditional occupation of bangle making. 

* become a motor mechanic and drive a motor car. 

* Mukesh denotes optimism, hope for poor underprivileged children. 

                                                                OR 

* predictions made that prince to beware of the 100th tiger; tiger to be the cause of his death. 

* grew up obsessed by killing tigers. 

*decided he would prove the astrologer wrong. 

* ignored all his duties to his state. 

* introduced thoughtless laws to reach his target. 

* all resources directed for this. 

* tiger population grew extinct in his state. 

*married a princess whose state had a vast tiger population; visited his in- laws in order to reach 

his target. 

* died due to a wooden tiger, the 100th one took his final revenge. 

11. Answer the following in about 120-150 words.                                                                    6 

Desire, determination and diligence in the context of Douglas. How he overcame the 

adversities to conquer his fear of water. 

Description in detail about how these qualities can help us lead a successful life. 

                                                                   OR 



Awareness of our rich tradition 

- Take pride in our language/culture 

- At the same time, refrain from linguistic chauvinism 

- Participate and promote discussions and debates in regional languages 

- Have flexible approach – learn Indian languages alongside foreign languages 

12. A person can feel comfortable even sometimes in the odd behavior and can tolerate 

somebody if there is something to have monetary gains or some other self-vested interest. 

However, if there is an element of supernatural in it, all the possibilities of bearing with the 

person fly. The same happened with Mrs Hall. 

The shift directly appeared in Hall's attitude by the experience she had in the stranger's room. 

(Give details) 

The money making pursuit which she had in tolerating Griffin's offending antics vanished when 

she found something of the unusual and particularly para-natural or supernatural in the stranger. 

(Give details) 

13. Dr. Cuss is a doctor living in the village of Iping. Intrigued by tales of a bandaged stranger 

staying at the Coach and Horses Inn, Dr. Cuss goes to see him under the pretence of asking for a 

donation to the nurse’s fund. Cuss is scared away after Griffin pinches his nose with an invisible 

hand. Cuss immediately goes to see the Rev. Bunting, who, not surprisingly, does not believe the 

doctor’s wild story. Later, Cuss and Bunting obtain the Invisible Man’s notebooks, but these are 

subsequently stolen back from them by the invisible Griffin, when he also takes both men’s 

clothes. 


